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Kenya Past and Present
2006

during the run up to kenya s 2013 general elections crucial
political and civic questions were raised could past mistakes
especially political and ethnic related violence be avoided
this time round would the spectre of the 2007 post electoral
violence positively or negatively affect debates and voting
how would politicians electoral bodies such as the iebc the
kenyan civil society and the international community weigh
in on the elections more generally would the 2013 elections
bear witness to the building up of an electoral culture in
kenya characterized by free and fair elections or would it
show that voting is still weakened by political malpractices
partisan opinions and emotional reactions would kenya s
past be inescapable or would it prepare the scene for a new
political order kenyaís past as prologue adopts a
multidisciplinary perspective ñ mainly built upon field based
ethnography and a selection of case studies ñ to answer
these questions under the leadership of the french institute
for research in africa institut francais de recherche en afrique
ifra political scientists historians and anthropologists explore
various aspects of the electoral process to contribute in
depth analyses of the last elections they highlight the
structural factors underlying election and voting in kenya
including the political system culture and political transition
they also interrogate the short term trends and issues that
influence the new political order the book provides insight
into specific case studies situations and contexts thus
bringing nuances and diversity into focus to better assess
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kenya s evolving electoral democracy

Kenya's Past
1981

with a history of kenya you may take a fascinating tour of the
country s history and culture which is as dynamic and varied
as the continent itself with stops along the way at the sun
kissed savannas of the maasai mara and the breathtaking
peaks of mount kenya this book takes you on a wide tour of
the various landscapes cultures and eras that have shaped
kenya s colorful history discover the historical origins of
kenya s indigenous peoples by delving deeply into the past
from the great civilizations of the swahili coast to the hunter
gatherers of prehistory follow in the footsteps of arab traders
as they navigated the busy indian ocean trade routes and
take in the arrival of european explorers and colonists who
would permanently change kenya s history however this
book is a celebration of resiliency resistance and the triumph
of the human spirit rather than merely a history of invasion
and colonization learn the inspiring tales of brave individuals
who sacrificed much to achieve independence from the mau
mau rebellion to the establishment of the republic of kenya
discover the post colonial era s cultural rebirth when kenya
arose as an example of progress and hope for the newly
independent african nations it vividly recounts the victories
and tragedies of kenya s past while illuminating the factors
that have created the country s character and future it does
this by conducting extensive research and writing with
precision a history of kenya is a fascinating look into a
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country at the nexus of tradition and modernity whether you
re a history enthusiast an inquisitive visitor or just trying to
grasp the nuances of our common human experience get
ready to be moved educated and taken to a place where the
soul of africa blazes brightly

Kenya past and present
1971

the chronicles is a kenyan periodical whose objective is to
tell untold account of the country s past a lot of history of
this east african state which was colonized by the british
remain indefinable several events that took place during this
period of colonization was mainly communicated by
foreigners who apparently had very little or no understanding
about the country before the coming of the europeans so
most of what is in public knowledge about kenya s past may
not reflect the real picture of the struggle people had made
to free themselves from foreign domination one of the main
focus will therefore be on efforts made by freedom fighters
across the country to liberate kenya from colonial rule not
everything has been captured by our historians and writers
about this struggle and since most of the freedom fighters
are in their twilight years this is the time to record what has
not been told or documented the chronicles magazine will
also be exploring what was left behind by the so called white
settlers who for years made kenya their home of course what
is remembered about colonial history in kenya is oppression
and total disregard of the rights of the indigenous people
some of who found themselves landless following alienation
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of their land the settlers who were allocated this property left
behind a legacy the present and future generations would be
interested in the land in what was known as the white
highlands is for instance responsible for conflicts that always
results to ethnic violence another area of interest is the old
magnificent buildings with unique architectural designs the
settlers built almost 60 years since the settlers exit most of
these constructions now at the hands of locals who bought
the land are still standing the kenyan government took over
some of them and converted them into office blocks these
are structures with rich history and those who know about
them having been workers of the settlers who owned them
have a story to tell but in the next few years these senior
citizens most of who are octogenarians may not be there in a
nutshell the periodical will be documenting what has not
been told and sharing this history with the rest of the world

Kenyaís Past as Prologue
2015-06-16

barack obama s political ascendancy has focused
considerable global attention on the history of kenya
generally and the history of the luo community particularly
from politicos populating the blogosphere and bookshelves in
the u s and kenya to tourists traipsing through obama s
ancestral home a variety of groups have mobilized new
readings of kenya s past in service of their own ends through
narratives placing obama into a simplified sweeping
narrative of anticolonial barbarism and postcolonial tribal
violence the story of the united states president s nuanced
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relationship to kenya has been lost amid stereotypical
portrayals of africa at the same time kenyan state officials
have aimed to weave obama into the contested narrative of
kenyan nationhood matthew carotenuto and katherine
luongo argue that efforts to cast obama as a son of the soil
of the lake victoria basin invite insights into the politicized
uses of kenya s past ideal for classroom use and directed at
a general readership interested in global affairs obama and
kenya offers an important counterpoint to the many popular
but inaccurate texts about kenya s history and obama s
place in it as well as focused thematic analyses of
contemporary debates about ethnic politics tribal identities
postcolonial governance and u s african relations

Preserving the Images and Sounds
of Kenya's Past
1978

contemporary africa is demographically characterized above
all else by its youthfulness in east africa the median age of
the population is now a striking 17 5 years and more than 65
percent of the population is age 24 or under this situation
has attracted growing scholarly attention resulting in an
important and rapidly expanding literature on the position of
youth in african societies while the scholarship examining
the contemporary role of youth in african societies is rich and
growing the historical dimension has been largely neglected
in the literature thus far generations past seeks to address
this gap through a wide ranging selection of essays that
covers an array of youth related themes in historical
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perspective thirteen chapters explore the historical
dimensions of youth in nineteenth twentieth and twenty first
century ugandan tanzanian and kenyan societies key themes
running through the book include the analytical utility of
youth as a social category intergenerational relations and the
passage of time youth as a social and political problem sex
and gender roles among east african youth and youth as
historical agents of change the strong list of contributors
includes prominent scholars of the region and the collection
encompasses a good geographical spread of all three east
african countries

Kenya's Peoples in the Past
1974

step into the captivating world of kenya s history with our
thoughtfully crafted book the history of kenya in this text
only journey we invite you to explore the diverse tapestry of
kenya s past from the early cushitic cultures and bantu
migrations to the influences of arab traders portuguese
explorers and british colonial rule witness the struggle for
independence and the rise of visionary leaders who shaped
the nation s destiny immerse yourself in the breathtaking
landscapes vibrant cultures and remarkable wildlife that
define kenya s present and hold promise for its future delve
into the ancient footprints of prehistoric civilizations the
cultural exchange along the swahili coast the construction of
the uganda railway the maumau uprising and the challenges
and aspirations of the 21st century the history of kenya is a
treasure trove of knowledge offering a comprehensive
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understanding of the country s rich heritage whether you are
a history enthusiast a traveler seeking to deepen your
understanding of kenya or simply curious about the world
this book is a valuable addition to your collection it is a
window into a fascinating land celebrating its cultural
diversity natural wonders and the indomitable spirit of its
people prepare to be transported to the ancient kingdoms to
traverse the sweeping savannahs and to discover the untold
stories that have shaped kenya join us on this enlightening
journey as we unravel the intricate layers of kenya s past
and be inspired by the challenges and aspirations that shape
its future don t miss out on this captivating journey through
the history of kenya order your copy of the history of kenya
today and embark on an unforgettable exploration of a
nation s captivating story

A History of Kenya
2024-03-29

advocacy for federalism in kenya emerged amidst world war
ii and its aftermath the rapidly changing political economic
and social environment in great britain and british colonies in
africa formed the background for uncertainty and concern for
the future among kenya s european settler minority
federalism s appeal came forth among a portion of the
european community and some of the colonial rulers who
were concerned about a post war world that seemed certain
to bring far reaching changes in britain s most important east
african dependency these included democratization the
extension of civil liberties increased economic opportunities
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for the african majority and social integration leading to
eventual decolonization european anxiety as to the impact of
such changes on their privileged political economic and
social status produced advocacy for majimbo or a federal
system of governance between 1940 and 1960 this advocacy
for federalism emerged in a colonial political system defined
by a racially differentiated electorate with separate
representative systems and voting by racially defined groups
the european minority in kenya enjoyed pride of place in
1945 but demands for greater political participation from the
larger asian and african communities and the british
government s support for a sharing of power among kenya s
racial group placed kenya s europeans on the defensive the
declaration of a state of emergency in kenya in october 1952
and the outbreak of the mau mau war rebellion added to
european concerns and uncertainties that provided powerful
fuel for federalist ideas throughout the rest of the decade for
example the political reforms pushed by the british
government and the colonial state in response to the war
rebellion provoked enhanced calls for federalism among the
vocal minority among the european community federalism
remains a controversial topic in kenyan history and in
contemporary kenya in the current century federal advocacy
has been viewed by scholars and public as responsible for
outbreaks of pre and post election violence the movers and
motives of federal advocates is also a subject that provokes
strong opinions as they have often been viewed as racists or
tribalists it is thus important to examine and analyze the
movers of majimbo their motives the shape and substance of
their schemes and the reasons for their lack of success in
moving late colonial kenya to adopt a federal system this
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book demonstrates that the decade of the 1950s was the
high water point for federalism in kenyan history finally it is
critical to closely review that decade s federalist advocacy in
light of kenya s adoption of a federal scheme of governance
with the 2010 constitution this is the first detailed study of
federalism in kenya during the 1940s and 1950s that
provides important grounding and background for the
understanding of the later emergence of majimbo in the
independence era 1961 1963 and later the book identifies
the movers of federalism during the period of study as well
as providing in depth analysis of the political parties they
used to promote provincial autonomy and evolution plans
these include the federal independence party the
progressive local government party and the united party the
analysis reveals that the movers backed majimbo as a
defensive mechanism they hoped it would serve as a means
of protecting and perpetuating white privilege in terms of
political dominance segregated schools and public facilities
and most of all exclusive european control of a large portion
of the colony s productive farm land the white highlands
majimbo in kenya s past is an important book for african
studies history and politics

Kenya's Peoples in the Past
1973

kenya like the rest of africa has gone through three sets of
constitutional crises the first related to the trauma of
colonialism and struggle for independence the second a
period of constitutional dictatorship and the clamor for
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reform the third most recent crisis being one of identity
legitimacy and the inability of the state to discharge its
functions which has resulted in civil unrest violent ethnic
conflicts poverty social exclusion and inequality the making
of the constitution of kenya examines the processes issues
and challenges of constitution making governance and
legitimacy in that country and the lessons that can be
learned for others on the continent equipping the reader with
a sound historical perspective on constitutional
developments and the crisis of constitutional legitimacy in
kenya it gives an invaluable insight into the normative and
political complexities involved in evolving a truly democratic
and widely acceptable constitutional order in africa

The Chronicles - Issue 001
2020-12-17

an important book at a time when the booming illicit trade in
african antiquities and the despoiling of some of the
continent s prime archeological sites generate little concern
in the art world foreign affairs this benchmark publication
challenges all of us to be part of the solution plundering
africa s past cannot help but raise the level of discourse and
consciousness about the looting problem what needs to be
done to stop it and about the relationship between africa and
the west african studies review plundering africa s past
should be required reading for all archaeologists historians
art historians museum curators and government officials
involved in the cultural heritages of africa as well as most
countries and continents with a disappearing past h net book
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review african government and museum officials members of
international agencies academics and journalists examine
why the african past is disappearing at a rate perhaps
unmatched in any other part of the world each looks at the
international network of looting and trafficking from a
different perspective here for the first time is a frank
indictment of african contributions to the problem voiced by
the distinguished african essayists the book concludes with a
discussion of specific steps that could halt the disappearance
of africa s art and antiquities

Obama and Kenya
2016-07-29

in kenya cultural and natural heritage has a particular value
its pre historic heritage not only tells the story of man s
origin and evolution but has also contributed to the
understanding of the earth s history fossils and artefacts
spanning over 27 million years have been discovered and
conserved by the national museums of kenya nmk alongside
this the steady rise in the market value of african art has also
affected kenya demand for african tribal art has surpassed
that for antiquities of roman byzantine and egyptian origin
and in african countries currently experiencing conflicts this
activity invariably attracts looters traffickers and criminal
networks this book brings together essays by heritage
experts from different backgrounds including conservation
heritage management museum studies archaeology
environment and social sciences architecture and landscape
geography philosophy and economics to explore three key
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themes the underlying ethics practices and legal issues of
heritage conservation the exploration of architectural and
urban heritage of nairobi and the natural heritage
landscapes and sacred sites in relation to local kenyan
communities and tourism it thus provides an overview of
conservation practices in kenya from 2000 to 2015 and
highlights the role of natural and cultural heritage as a key
factor of social economic development and as a potential
instrument for conflict resolution

Generations Past
2010-10-19

this 2004 article iv consultation highlights that monetary
policy of kenya has been expansionary since 2003 04 to
promote economic growth this has however contributed to
the recent rise in inflation executive directors have observed
the progress that has been made under the poverty
reduction and growth facility prgf supported program which
has contributed to a rebound in economic growth and
arrested the rise in domestic debt however directors have
noted that kenya faces serious challenges in particular
growth remains too slow for making inroads into poverty and
governance remains a critical concern

The History of Kenya
2023-06-26

the rough guide to kenya is the ultimate guide to east africa
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s best known destination features include a full colour
section introducing kenya s highlights practical advice on
getting the most out of kenya from the well known safari
parks to the little known reserves and the highlands lakes
and deserts to downtown nairobi and the indian ocean
detailed reviews of accommodation and eating options to
suit every taste and budget including luxury lodges and local
restaurants candid coverage of kenya s history politics
culture and environment and maps and plans for every
region

The Past and the Present in the
Present
1999

since pauline konga s breakthrough performance at the 1996
summer olympics in atlanta the world has become
accustomed to seeing kenyan women medal at major
championships sweep marathons and set world records yet
little is known about the pioneer generation of women who
paved the way for kenya s reputation as an international
powerhouse in women s track and field in kenya s running
women a history historian and former professional runner
michelle m sikes details the triumphs and many challenges
these women faced from the advent of kenya s athletics
program in the colonial era through the professionalization of
running in the 1980s and 1990s sikes reveals how over time
running became a vehicle for kenyan women to expand the
boundaries of acceptable female behavior kenya s running
women demonstrates the necessity of including women in
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histories of african sport and of incorporating sport into
studies of african gender and nation building

Majimbo in Kenya's Past
2017

this book explores the journey that kenya has travelled as a
nation since its independence on december 12 1963 it seeks
to advance understanding of the country s major milestones
in the postcolonial period the challenges and the lessons that
can be learned from this experience and the future prospects

Kenya's Peoples in the Past
1974

throughout subsaharan africa traditional pastoral societies
are experiencing great change as ecological limitations
intensify and national demands for livestock products expand
in light of these pressures the transition of pastoralists from
a principally subsistence way of life to greater involvement in
market economies seems inevitable focusin

The Making of the Constitution of
Kenya
2018-05-11

when voters enthusiastically turn up to cast their vote during
general elections they expect that their action would
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meaningfully change their lives but in most of africa even
when elections are held on a regular basis voters are quite
often disappointed by the performance of their leaders who
use the new positions as an opportunity to loot public
resources and consolidate power it is almost as if elections
are of minimal value to the populace notwithstanding this
trend when they are free and fair general elections can be
transformative they can bring into the political arena men
and women of integrity committed to service and account
ability inspired by the determination to have inclusive
governance and the advancement of democracy kenya s
2013 general election stakes practices and outcomes asks
important questions related to political participation coalition
building politics of identity the international criminal court
electoral systems and institutions and the judiciary the
papers are written by mainly kenyan academics and civil
society actors who examine the drivers of the 2013 general
elections and the sources of the mandate to lead this book is
part of publications by twaweza communications on
democratic practice and accountable governance in kenya

Plundering Africa's Past
1996-08-22

the kenya socialist is published by vita books nairobi and is
edited by shiraz durrani and kimani waweru it aims to
encourage free flow of information knowledge and discussion
which can lead to a better understanding of socialism it
seeks to promote socialist ideas experiences and world
outlook and to increase awareness of classes class
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contradictions and class struggles in kenya both historical
and current the latest issue no 6 august 2023 carries articles
on class struggle in kenya primitive accumulation of capital
and an essay on understanding socialism through literature
other articles are on the history of umoja and the role of
trade unions as a force for resistance in kenya a kiswahili
section is also included as is a section on remembering pio
gama pinto a short poems section ends this issue

An Economic History of Kenya
1992

the rough guide to kenya is the ultimate companion to east
africa s biggest travel destination get under the skin of
cosmopolitan nairobi with full coverage of the city s nightlife
restaurants and hotels detailed information will help you
make the most of the maasai mara reserve and discover the
best indian ocean beaches as well as the northern deserts
and the various national parks with detailed background
information and maps a wealth of practical information and a
handy wildlife section this is the essential guide for your next
trip whether you re visiting for a two week safari or going to
kenya on business make the most of your time with the
rough guide to kenya

Conservation of Natural and
Cultural Heritage in Kenya
2016-10-07
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the new look full colour rough guide to kenya is the ultimate
companion to east africa s biggest travel destination get
under the skin of cosmopolitan nairobi with full coverage of
the city s nightlife restaurants and hotels there s also
detailed information on how to make the most of the maasai
mara reserve and discover the best indian ocean beaches as
well as the northern deserts andthe various national parks
with detailed background information and a handy wildlife
guide this is the essential guide for your next holiday
whether you re visiting for a two week safari or going to
kenya on business with its wealth of practical advice and the
best maps of any guide make the most of your time with the
rough guide to kenya now available in epub format

Kenya
2009-07-29

the coast of east africa was considered a strategically
invaluable region for the establishment of trading ports both
for arab and persian merchants long prior to invasion and
conquest by europeans in the initial stages of the scramble
for africa in the 18th century control of the area was an
aspiration for every colonial nation in europe but it was not
until 1895 that it was finally dominated by a sole power and
proclaimed the protectorate of british east africa in the early
20th century the coast was brimming with vitality as
immigrants colonisers and missionaries from arabia india and
europe poured in to take advantage of growing commercial
opportunities including the prospect of enslaving millions of
native africans the development of kenya is an exceptional
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tale within the history of british rule in perhaps no other
colony did nationalistic feeling evolve in conditions of such
extensive social and political change in 1911 s h fazan sailed
to what later became the republic of kenya to work for the
colonial government immersing himself in knowledge of
traditional language and law he recorded the vast changes to
local culture that he encountered after decades of working
with both the british administration and the kenyan people
this work charts the sweeping tide of social change that
occurred through his career with the clarity and insight that
comes with a total intimacy of a country his memoirs
examine the fascinating complexity of interaction between
the colonial and native courts commercial land reform and
the revolutionised dynamic of labour relations by further
unearthing the political tensions that climaxed with the mau
mau revolt of 1952 1960 this invaluable work on the
european colonial period paints a comprehensive and
revealing firsthand account for anyone with an interest in
british and african history fazan s story provides a quite
unparalleled view of colonial africa and the conduct of
empire across half a century

Food Systems Transformation in
Kenya
2023-09-30

this 2018 article iv consultation highlights that kenya has
maintained strong growth in recent years external
imbalances have narrowed strengthening resilience to
shocks the business environment continues to improve
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supporting private investment however a severe drought an
extended presidential election and weak bank lending due in
part to interest rate controls slowed growth in 2017 kenya s
medium term growth prospects are favorable supported by
infrastructure investment and an improving business
environment however continued strong growth and
macroeconomic stability hinge on the implementation of
reforms in addition headwinds from fiscal consolidation and
weak credit growth will weigh on economic activity in the
near term

Kenya
2002

the official records of the proceedings of the legislative
council of the colony and protectorate of kenya the house of
representatives of the government of kenya and the national
assembly of the republic of kenya

Kenya's Running Women
2023-12-01

this work analyses the ethnicity in kenya over the past two
hundred years focusing on the kamba ethnic group that
inhabits eastern kenya
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Kenya After 50
2016-04-08

kenya stands at a crossroads in its history and heritage as
the nation celebrates its fiftieth anniversary of independence
from britain in 2013 at this important juncture what parts of
its history including the mau mau uprising do citizens and
state wish to remember and commemorate and what is best
forgotten or occluded what does heritage mean to ordinary
kenyans and what role does it play in building nationhood
and forging peace and reconciliation focusing on the 1990s
to the present managing heritage making peace is a timely
exploration of the ways in which kenyans are engaging with
the past in the present including such local initiatives as the
community peace museums movement local and national
monuments and other notable commemorative actions the
authors show how kenya is facing a continuing crisis over
nationhood heritage memory and identity which must be
resolved to achieve social cohesion and peace

Kenya Historical Review
1976

these information packed volumes provide comprehensive
overviews of each nation s people geography history
government economy and culture
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Livestock Development In Kenya's
Maasailand
2019-03-04

the official records of the proceedings of the legislative
council of the colony and protectorate of kenya the house of
representatives of the government of kenya and the national
assembly of the republic of kenya

Kenya's 2013 General Election
2017-08-09

the official records of the proceedings of the legislative
council of the colony and protectorate of kenya the house of
representatives of the government of kenya and the national
assembly of the republic of kenya

The Kenya Socialist Volume 6
2023-09-17

The Rough Guide to Kenya
2016-05-17
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The Rough Guide to Kenya
2013-05-01

Colonial Kenya Observed
2014-11-14

Kenya
2018-10-23

Kenya National Assembly Official
Record (Hansard)
2009-08-12

Ethnicity and Empire in Kenya
2014-08-29

Managing Heritage, Making Peace
2019-12-26
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The Political Crisis in Kenya
2008

Industrialization in Kenya
1988

Kenya
2009

Kenya National Assembly Official
Record (Hansard)
1965-09-14

Kenya National Assembly Official
Record (Hansard)
2006-06-29
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